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This paper explores the use of the synthesized pigment Egyptian blue in the encaustic
and tempera funerary portraits of Graeco-Roman ruled Egypt in the 1st-3rd centuries CE.
Recent developments in non-destructive imaging analysis technology have aided research
institutions and museums in detecting the presence of this pigment. New questions have arisen
based on these findings of Egyptian blue in the depiction of flesh and hair of these subjects,
particularly because blue is so rarely used as a standalone pigment in works of this category.
These analyses have challenged assumptions that Egyptian blue was a rare and valuable
pigment during the Roman era, as well as thoughts that the encaustic funerary portrait had its
origins in the Greek tetrachromatic color scheme. In this paper, I will investigate these
hypotheses, as well as the possibility that the inclusion of Egyptian blue in flesh and hair of
deceased subjects aided them in their journey to the afterlife, citing funerary and mythological
beliefs of Greeks and Egyptians alike.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, renewed interest in the subject of historical painting techniques
combined with great strides in the technology of non-destructive testing have brought together
multidisciplinary fields to better understand objects and aspects of them not visible to the naked
eye. Scientists, conservationists, and art historians work together now more than ever to piece
together these stories. Until recently, it was believed that the Greco-Roman funerary panel
portraits found predominantly in the Fayum region of Egypt in the first three or four centuries
CE were painted in a traditional Greek four-color color palette, combining Greek portrait
tradition with the ritualistic burial practices of ancient Egypt.1 This novel combination of
practices can be attributed to the unique cosmopolitan makeup of Roman Egypt. With the
development of new non-invasive spectroscopic imaging techniques came renewed scholarly
interest in the Fayum images. These objects have historically gone under-researched, however
newly published research conducted by the participating institutions of the APPEAR 2 (Ancient
Panel Painting: Examination, Analysis, and Research) project organized by the J. Paul Getty
Museum’s Department of Antiquities has shed new light on the physical properties and thereby
the production techniques of these portraits. One particularly interesting aspect of these
findings has been the presence of the pigment Egyptian blue, widely considered the first
synthetically manufactured pigment of the ancient world. Egyptian blue is a calcium copper

1

As will be discussed throughout this paper, definitive dating of these paintings is disputed. Some historians call
for the end of portrait production in the first half of the third century, while others determine works (especially
tempera) to have continued into the fourth.
2
https://www.getty.edu/museum/research/appear_project/
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tetrasilicate compound, made by heating quartz and copper with a calcium compound. The
regular presence of this hue brings forth new questions about the famous “four-color” Greek
painting style, and what significance Egyptian blue may have had during these ancient times.
The invention Visible Induced Luminescence (VIL) technology in 1999 has introduced
greater potential for institutions and collections worldwide to understand the presence and usage
of Egyptian blue in ancient works. Like many spectroscopic imaging techniques, VIL can be
easily performed with inexpensive equipment and software, and is entirely non-invasive to the
object. Evidence shows artists utilized both Egyptian blue and indigo as blue pigments3 in as
many as 20 percent of these portraits.4 While the presence of Egyptian blue in artifacts from the
Mediterranean region during this time is not unusual, it is surprising to find such quantities
included in the Fayum panel paintings where the hue is so rarely visible to the naked eye,
particularly in the modulation of flesh and hair. Imaging analysis provided by the APPEAR
participants has shown a unique range of uses for the pigment in the Fayum portraits, pointing
to several new theories about its use.5 One such is that it may have been more abundantly
available than previously thought. We know that the pigment was traded far and wide, and
many historians have considered it to have been a valuable pigment due to the labor that went
into its production. Findings of Egyptian blue in underpaintings and rough sketches in place of
inexpensive carbon black suggest that by the Roman period, Egyptians may have had abundant
supply and that its value was therefore reduced. Other imaging analyses show artists used
Egyptian blue in highlights and shadows of flesh, hair and cloth. This is to say, what we
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Ganio et al., 2015.
Thiboutot, 2018.
5
At the time of this writing, most if not all published research on the use of Egyptian blue in ancient panel painting
is conducted through APPEAR participants.
4
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thought were examples of a restricted color palette -- consisting of yellow, red, black and white
-- now prove to include the brilliant blue pigment, hypothesized by some as a way to broaden
the range of tones available with these four colors, rather than as a stand-alone hue.6 This
argument is supported in addition by the Greek and Egyptian favoring of shiny lustrous qualities
over hue.7 We know Egyptian blue had been utilized by Mediterranean artists for generations,
however the inclusion of this hue in flesh tones is of particular importance. The hue may have
been incorporated simply as a device to heighten the naturalism of skin tones, though beyond its
physical properties, Egyptian blue may have been added for its spiritual associations with the
gods and the afterlife. Institutional research regarding multi-spectral imaging has been
conducted and shared across the APPEAR database in the past few years, though little has been
published with direct regards to the findings of Egyptian blue in Fayum portraits, and
institutions own the rights to their own images and research. Indeed it was Gabrielle Thiboutot
who summarized these three potential uses of Egyptian blue based on these findings at the
APPEAR conference in 2018, though these hypotheses were already being formulated by
Giovanni Verri’s team in 2010 and Ganio and company in 2015. I will attempt here to expound
upon recent evidence published by these APPEAR findings to further the argument.8
Understanding the purpose and use of pigments like this one can provide important clues to
understanding the traditions of people that lived and worked in a culture, in this case aiding to

6

There are few examples of Egyptian blue used as a stand-alone hue to depict jewels, which will be noted in
subsequent passages.
7
‘Greek’ should be understood throughout this paper to encompass the lineage of Archaic, Classic, Hellenistic, and
thereby their extending influence upon Roman artistic tradition.
8
See Thiboutot, 2020 for intifial publishing information of the APPEAR findings of Egyptian blue and these
potential intended uses of it in ancient Fayum panel paintings.
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trace the cultural shifts from Pharaonic and Greco-Roman traditions to those unique to Roman
Egypt.
There are about 1,000 known Graeco-Roman mummy portraits, commonly referred to as
Fayum portraits, originally found in Egypt’s Fayum region near the Nile river. These portraits
have been discovered in sites throughout Egypt beyond the Fayum, such as Saqqara,
Antinoöpolis and el-Hibeh, hence we will mostly refer to them as Graeco-Roman mummy
portraits. These refer specifically to two-dimensional painted portraits on panels or sometimes
shrouds, and are not to be confused with three-dimensional mummy masks created concurrently.
Only a handful of these portraits have undergone thorough technical analysis; approximately
285 or one-third of all known mummy portraits are entered in the APPEAR database, of those at
least 44 have undergone VIL imaging and detected Egyptian blue, with another three from the
Egyptian Museum in Cairo which are not a part of APPEAR. 9 Though definitive dating is a
topic regularly contested amongst scholars, most can agree the majority of these portraits were
painted between the late-first and mid-third centuries AD. Klaus Parlasa argued works in the
tempera tradition continued to be painted throughout the later half of the third century and into
the fourth.10 This has been supported by a number of other scholars, though Borg, Walker and
Bierbrier all suggest mummy portraits were discontinued closer to the first half of the third
century.11 Around the year 380, emperor Theodosius made Christianity the official religion of
the Roman Empire. By the year 392 Theodosius outlawed mummification in Egypt, a date

9

The most recent public data comes from the Getty’s publication of research papers from their 2018 conference, so
it is likely this number has increased. These numbers were provided by G. Thiboutot, 2018.
10
Parlasca, 1966; 1980.
11
Walker and Bierbrier, 1997; Borg, 1996.
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which most scholars agree signaled the decline of production of these portraits and the practice
of pagan rituals.12
Fayum mummy portraits were mostly painted on thin panels of wood though have also
been found on linen shrouds. Artists of these portraits worked in either encaustic or tempera,
though studies thus far show use of Egyptian blue to be more predominant in the corpus of
encaustic works. As of 2018, 41 encaustic works in the database have positively identified the
presence of Egyptian blue, as opposed to a mere five in tempera. On the whole, encaustic
portraits make up around 60% of the known corpus with tempera at about 40%. While the 46
scanned works hardly represent the whole, there does seem to be an early correlation between
the use of encaustic binders and Egyptian blue.13
The pigment is found employed in each of the major find-spots of the portraits by
different artists, and it is likely that artists across Egypt had access to the same working
materials, though some were imports from the Mediterranean. In one portrait Egyptian blue
may be detected only in the subject’s clothing or eyes, while in another the pigment is only
employed in the flesh’s shadows or in highlights. Still more surprisingly, imaging shows at
least several artists to have used Egyptian blue as a material to complete sketches or
underdrawings, leading researchers to ponder if by the Graeco-Roman era, the synthesized
pigment was as readily available and inexpensive as an earthen pigment such as carbon black.14
It has also been suggested that the use of Egyptian blue in underlayers such as this may point to
an overall disregard for the once-prized pigment. Such findings of Egyptian blue beneath layers
of paint in portraits at the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek and the J. Paul Getty Museum have been
12

Parlasca, 1966, 195-202.
Thiboutot, 2020.
14
See figure 1(#6-21375) from Ganio et al., 2015.
13
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discovered, suggesting its use for preliminary drawings. The assumptions that Fayum artists
routinely used preliminary sketches or would have utilized carbon black are only hypotheses.
Infrared scans similar to those that will be described for the detection of Egyptian blue can
detect carbon black and other earthen materials that could have been used for these drawings.
At the time of this writing, only a portion of portraits in the APPEAR database have been
analyzed for evidence of sub-layer linework. These recent discoveries are helping historians
draw conclusions about the ancient workshops, practices, and techniques transferred among
generations and culture in the ancient world.
Egypt’s arid climate is favorable for the preservation of these organic materials. The
portraits have historically avoided being the subject of much academic research because they
are something of an anomaly: they were often considered too late to be of much interest to
Egyptologists, and too far removed to be relevant to Classical scholars.15 Representing
Egyptian funerary practices alongside Roman portraiture and painting techniques, they are
oddities of a multicultural society. The encaustic portraits are thought to be unique survivors of
the Greek painting technique, thanks in part to their arid desert burials. Egypt’s dry climate has
favored the organic materials used here (wax, wood and linen) in such a way that the paintings
often show few signs of age or deterioration, whereas similar paintings created in the humid
Mediterranean regions have long been lost to us.
Though portraits of this style have been found throughout much of Egypt, they are
commonly called Fayum portraits because the earliest works were discovered centrally in the
wealthy Fayum region, located in the Nile river valley of northern Egypt. The first recorded

15

Corcoran, 1995.
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find was in 1616 by the Italian Petro della Valle (1586-1642) in Saqqara, though the greatest
documented finds of these mummy portraits were excavated by teams under Sir W. Flinders
Petrie in the 19th century. Petrie’s teams discovered 81 portraits in their first excavation year in
Hawara, and another 70 in their second season. These excavations were begun shortly after
hundreds had entered the art market through Viennese art dealer Theodor Graf, who supposedly
purchased finds at Er-Rubayat (the burial site for the ancient city of Philadelphia) in 1887.16
Graf’s exhibitions and sales of these works sparked considerable interest in the portraits and
fueled European intrigue of Egyptian culture. Since the early 19th century, just under 1,000
Fayum portraits have been discovered and sold to private and public collections around the
world, though few remain intact with their original human remains, and about one-third of the
portraits in the APPEAR database come from Graf’s collection.17 Scant historical records exist
due to the portraits being heavily looted or removed with insufficient archaeological record and
sold, often separated from their mummy for convenience of transport and resale value.18

CHAPTER 1: HISTORIOGRAPHY
While it was Thiboutot who, in 2018, presented such uses for Egyptian blue in mummy
portraits as optimizing its shimmering quality, sketching medium, and reference to the gods,

16

Thompson, 1975.
Scant archaeological evidence was recorded during the early excavations purchased by Theodor Graf at
er-Rabayat in 1887, furthermore scholars have since disputed the notion that Graf’s entire collection came from
er-Rubayat, based on the diversity within the body of works. Archaeologist Flinders Petrie worked at Hawara in
1888 and again in 1911. Petrie is credited with being among the first archaeologists to excavate sites at planned
successive levels rather than haphazardly, and to establish practices for the documentation and preservation of
artefact finds. He developed the system for dating layers based on found potsherds. His documentation was
extraordinary for its time, however does fall short of modern archaeological practice and leaves some questions
unanswered.
18
Notebooks from these archaeologists attest that they cut the portraits away from their casings for easy transport
and resale on the European art market, permanently separating them from their original mummies.
17
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Ganio with the J. Paul Getty Trust had been hypothesizing about the glassy nature and optical
brightening properties of the hue.19
It was Castiglione (1961) who famously described the “dualité du style” of the
Roman-era tombs he studied, describing them as a blending of styles of the Greek and Egyptian
worlds and creating a foundation for scholars to build upon. Burials of this time seamlessly
combined Pharaonic imagery with Hellenistic naturalism to create a hybrid new visual system
for the blended burial practice, appropriate for their new multicultural society. Christina Riggs
argues Castiglione’s term “style” is ill-defined, as the concept of style as applied to art today
would have been foreign to an ancient culture, particularly where creators of these works were
craftsmen. Klaus Parlasca soon joined Castiglione in the study of this blended funerary culture,
focusing on the corpus of wooden panel paintings discussed here. Begun in 1966, his
four-volume publication Mumienporträts und verwandte Denkmäler was instrumental in
cataloguing the known body of portraits and laid the foundation for dating and provenance
studies, along with Grimm’s 1974 Die romischen Mummienmasken aus Agypten, which used
Roman art as comparison to better understand chronology. We owe the bulk of scholarly
attention to these portraits to the groundwork laid by Castiglione, Parlasca and Grimm. The
1990’s brought a real surge in academic enthusiasm, picking up where the scholars of the 60s
and 70s left off. Public interest was sparked by new exhibitions of these artifacts, which
viewers related to as fresh, familiar faces though they hailed from antiquity. Doxiadis’ 1995
publication The mysterious Fayum portraits: faces from ancient Egypt built upon this intrigue,
presenting the eerily modern portraits in beautiful, high quality photographs, and extensively

19

Ganio, 2015.
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covers the cosmopolitan cultural mix that was the Fayum region in the Roman era.
Concurrently, Borg (1996) used similar techniques as Parlasca and Grimm, using Roman
sculpture to date mummy portraits, based on their hairstyles, clothing and jewelry. See Borg,
Corcoran, Riggs and Svoboda for the majority of research conducted on the Graeco-Roman
mummy portraits since the 90s, which delve deeper into the cultural identity, funerary and
religious beliefs of the time, and how they can inform our reading of the portraits.

CHAPTER 2: HISTORY OF ROMAN EGYPT
Large numbers of Greeks and Macedonians (mostly soldiers) had begun to settle in Egypt
by the 4th century BCE, following the conquest by Alexander the Great in 332. These settlers
became fully assimilated in an upper-class role. The Roman period of Egypt began with the
conquest of Ptolemaic Egypt in 30 BCE and lasted until the formation of the Diocese in about
381 CE. With the fall at the Battle of Actium, Cleopatra, last heir of the Ptolemies, had taken
her own life, thereby marking the end of Ptolemaic rule, and Egypt officially became a province
of the Roman Empire. The Empire now financially controlled what was one of the wealthiest
Hellenistic kingdoms, and Egypt was a prized Roman province for its economic trade routes and
agricultural resources along the fertile Nile, with Alexandria at the center. Under the Romans,
life for Egyptians remained largely the same, though the taxation system changed. Earlier Greek
settlers now became labeled and taxed as a class of “Egyptians'' alongside the native Egyptian
population, falling in the social scale beneath new Roman settlers.20 The height of Roman

20

Doxiadis, 1995.
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immigration came during the second century CE when the majority of the mummy portraits were
manufactured.
Egypt at this moment of historical transition continued to be a polytheistic culture; it was
a time in which Egypt saw a true intersection of diverse races and religious beliefs. Not only do
we continue to see the veneration of ancient Egyptian gods, but foreign elements of Greek,
Roman, Macedonian, Jewish and Persian immigrants brought diverse gods and worshipping
practices to the region, and towards the end of the Roman rule Christianity was on the rise. As
a result, the Fayum mummy portraits are a reflection of the cosmopolitan society, one in which
Romans mixed aesthetics and practice with native Egyptians and Greeks from Macedonian
armies of Alexander the Great, and furthermore may represent a desire of the population to be
represented as “Greek.” Euphrosyne Doxiadis, an expert of the Fayum portraits, notes that the
major mummy portrait finds come from middle-class towns where people identified as
descendants of Greeks and spoke Greek, but were stripped of their Greek ethnic status for tax
purposes.21 Thus, the commissioned mummy portraits represent persons wishing to be
portrayed as members of the Hellenistic society, but one newly rooted in ancient Egyptian
funerary practice.

21

A poll tax (laographia) was imposed on every Egyptian male resident between 14 and 62 in each metropolis.
This included Greeks and descendants of Hellenized Greeks who had immigrated to Egypt in the Ptolemaic Period.
Roman citizens were exempt from this tax and enjoyed a higher social status for it.
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CHAPTER 3: DATING
Dating of the portraits is approximated by comparing hairstyle, dress and jewelry with
contemporary Roman sculpture.22 Portraiture allowed individuals to display themselves in an
idealized manner, identifying with Roman trends through hairstyles, jewelry and clothing while
submitting to an ancient Egyptian tradition of mummification. Archaeological evidence
suggests that the deceased were not often buried wearing the sorts of jewelry portrayed in their
images.23 With limited access to intact mummies or burial sites, and no literary evidence
suggesting workshop practices, conclusions of this sort must be seen as purely speculative.
Though the portraits may portray the individuals as they wished to be seen, the painted
faces remain imperfect. Unlike the traditional idealized Egyptian funerary mask, the Fayum
artists focused on identifying individual characteristics. There has long been some
disagreement amongst scholars whether Fayum mummy portraits were commissioned during
the life of the subject, or painted in some period post-mortem. CT scans of mummies where the
portrait is still attached show the age of the deceased more or less matches their depicted
portrait. More recent research continues to suggest the majority would have been painted from
life, due to the particularity of features portrayed. This specificity with which the faces were
sometimes rendered has even allowed some researchers to study neurological disorders of the
subjects.24 Life expectancy of the average male in Roman Egypt was about 40, lower for that
of women, however upper-class citizens certainly could have lived longer.25 While some Fayum

22

Petrie 1889, Parlasca 1966, Borg 1996.
Rönkkö, et al., 42.
24
For more on this research, see Appenzeller, et al. “Neurology in Ancient Faces.”
25
Bagnall, Frier and Coale, 1994.
23
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portraits do exist depicting younger children or mature subjects, the majority depict individuals
as young adults. Subjects depicted in this age range typically appear vibrant and attractive,
rarely showing characteristics of poor health. The Egyptian funerary cult focused heavily on the
importance of reproductive maturity for the death and rebirth of a person, so to have a death
portrait commissioned during one’s sexual prime, regardless of the actual age of death would be
appropriate.26 A painted portrait was likely commissioned by the figure portrayed or their loved
ones; what we can assume is that the final painted image accurately portrayed the liveliness of
the individual, in as far as allowing the bereaved to identify their loved ones, and for the soul to
identify its former body.27

CHAPTER 4: FUNERARY PRACTICES OF ROMAN EGYPT
Egyptian burial practice had remained relatively consistent throughout the early
pharaonic times until just before the Roman period (ca. 3000-30BCE). For centuries, bodies of
the deceased were mummified and placed within sarcophagi bearing painted decoration. The
long-held belief that the deceased would be granted immortality in the afterlife gave particular
meaning to these religious practices. Highly specialized embalmers removed vital organs such
as the lungs, intestines, and liver (leaving the heart in situ) and placed these in vessels called
canopic jars, which would be buried along with the mummified body. Preserving the body and
furthermore decorating it with human depictions ensured that the body could be accessed in the
next realm. Beginning in the Middle Kingdom (2030-1650 BCE) these decorations took the

26
27

See Riggs, 2005.
Doxiadis, 1995, 84.
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shape of expressionless, three dimensional human faces, often with heavily outlined eyes, thick
brows and generic features. These painted funerary masks would be inserted over the face of
the mummified deceased, a fashion which persisted alongside the new style of Fayum panels.
The three-quarter to full-frontal bust portrait of Greek tradition replaced the Egyptian
painting conventions, which always portrayed the figure in two-dimensional profile. This stems
from a belief that depicting a figure from the front opens the possibility of the opposite: the
figure with its back turned, departing. This aesthetic decision is in line with an Egyptian culture
focused heavily on the continuity from life to the afterlife. Beliefs of the afterlife for Egyptians
stated that each person had a ka and a ba. These two facets of the soul survive after death, and
may move freely while periodically reuniting with the deceased’s earthly body remains.28 The
ka is what most readily translates to our modern-day understanding of a soul. It was the
life-force of every living thing - even the gods, and identified as their twin spirit. In
hieroglyphic imagery, the ka is represented as two outstretched arms, warding off evil spirits.
The ba is represented in imagery as a human-headed falcon. It was the part of the soul
responsible for individual personality; this form could freely leave the tomb and depart on
journeys to the afterlife, could visit with the gods, and would ultimately return to the tomb each
night with essential food and water to provide nourishment to the ka. It was essential for the ka
and ba to identify the body to which they belonged, if they failed to reunite, they would
experience a ‘second death’. For generations this identification was done with a cartouche, or
name plate, however by late mummification of the Roman era, it is likely the realistic bust
portraits served this purpose. This would explain why such expertise was required in the
28

The ka and ba make up just a portion of the whole individual. In most eras, humans were thought to have nine
aspects of the soul, though in some eras this may have been five or seven. The ka and ba were most essential to the
person’s successful passing into the afterlife.
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rendering of individualized features, and the grand expenses required for the decoration of
mummified remains.
In addition to the pigments described, Graeco-Roman portrait artists continued to use
gold gilding, an ancient Egyptian funerary tradition. As gold was associated with the flesh of
the gods, its use on mortal funerary materials ensured divinity and eternity in the afterlife.
Inclusion in mummy masks and portraits aided the spirit in the afterlife. In February 2021,
archaeologists in west Alexandria unearthed a male mummy from the late Ptolemaic or early
Roman period interned in a rock-cut crypt with an artificial tongue made of gold. Scholars
suggest this gold tongue may have served to help the individual speak to the gods in the
afterlife.29 In more ancient times, gold was used heavily in Egpytian mummification elements,
often portraying the dead with gold skin like the gods. Mummy masks and portraits, from
ancient times through the Roman era, served to protect the body as well as identify it to the
family and to the ka and ba. However its most important function was to help deify the
individual in the afterlife.30 Fayum portraits continued this use of gold to associate the dead
with gods, however rather than inclusion in the flesh, gold leaf is most often used in gilded
laurel wreaths adorning the figures’ heads and their Roman-style jewelry. These laurel wreaths
are found in less than 10% of all Fayum portraits, though they are believed to have symbolized
the eternal divinity found in death.31
As will be evidenced shortly, blue had specific associations with the sun and immortality
in the Pharaonic period.32 Perhaps in addition to gold, Graeco-Roman funerary artists included

29

Davis-Marks, “Archaeologists in Egypt Discover Mummy With Gold Tongue.”
Riggs, 2005.
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Barr, et al. 2019.
32
Thiboutot, 2018.
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Egyptian blue (used as an equivalent of the precious stone lapis lazuli) for this very function.
By supplying a divine image in burial, the body can enjoy divinity in its afterlife.
The portrait placed over the mummified person’s face not only acted as a sort of
identification for the afterlife, but also served as a memento for the bereaved family. Not just
portraits, but entire mummified bodies may have been kept within the home in special shrines or
cupboards33 for years with the immediate family, until eventually it was shipped to a cemetery
to be included in mass burials with other mummies from the region or in family plots.34 This is
evidenced in part by Petrie’s own notes of his excavation sites, where he described the mass
burials as secondary deposits (1887-88 Journal: 39, 70). Bodies here were deposited without
grave goods, and in a disorderly fashion, often crammed into spaces upright and broken. At the
time of his death in 356 CE, St. Anthony, a Christian of Egypt, requested that his body be
buried, specifically not presented to view as was customary.35 By Roman-era Egypt, the care
and practice of removing organs and saving them in canopic jars declined. The careful
preservation of the body was hastened. This is where we begin to see elaborate
diamond-shaped wrappings and detailed encaustic portraits or painted shrouds take the place of
molded and painted masks, and coffins and sarcophagi were largely abandoned.36

33

Marsengill, 2018.
In his 1888 excavation, Petrie noted that he found fragments of a framed portrait dating to the 2nd century CE
with fittings indicating its previous mounting on a wall - see Walker and Bierbrier, 1997. For more on the keeping
of ancestors in the domestic setting, see Borg, B. The Dead as a Guest at Table? Continuity and Change in the
Egyptian Cult of the Dead. 1997.
35
Vita Antonii, 90–91
36
There were three main types of mummy wrappings incorporating encaustic or tempera portraits during the
Roman era: rhombic, red-shroud, and stucco (incorporating 3-dimensional elements). See fig. 4.1.
34
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Scholars have suggested this may be in part attributed to the eventual melding of Greek and
Egyptian cultures living side by side, extending their shared cultural experiences to the rituals of
funerary process.

These Egyptian practices are not unlike those of the ancient Romans, who would create masks
of their loved ones’ likenesses, sometimes even after death to display in the home, though the
bodies of the deceased would certainly never have been brought into the homes of the living.
They were instead buried outside the city limits in a pomerium. However, by the era of Roman
Egypt, cremation had taken hold as the primary practice, before burials came back into fashion
by the 2nd-3rd centuries CE, as Christianity was on the rise. We know that Greek and Egyptian

17
culture had begun to blend as the two cultures lived and worked side by side. Though
Graeco-Roman Egypt was a multicultural society, and those mummified with portraits were
more than likely of an upper-class Greek or Roman origin, it is clear more of the centuries-old
funerary traditions of Egypt were adopted by earlier Greek settlers and later by the Romans who
joined.37 While the mummy portraits have received the bulk of scholarly attention from the
Roman era, they represent only a portion of Graeco-Roman funerary art. Mummy masks, gilt
cartonnage, non-mummified burials, and cremations were practiced concurrently. It is
important to stress that while the mummy portraits represent a shift in desire to represent
cultural identity, they do not represent all of contemporary society. Only about one percent of
remains found in the Fayum region were mummified with these naturalistic portraits.
Greeks shared the Egyptian belief of the soul’s continued journey after death, however
its afterlife was a grim existence. Deceased souls separated from their bodies at the moment of
death and were ushered to the underworld. This realm is far separated from the divine, a
meaningless place where greatness could not be achieved; nearness of divinity could only be
attained during life. Still-living mortals honored the dead or faced punishment of the gods, and
prolonged their existence through recollection over generations. An Egyptian attitude must
have seemed a promising alternative for Greeks, for theirs was a culture that celebrated death
and promised eternity for their souls, and their realm of the dead was shared with the realm of
the gods. Only through death could Egyptians know the divine.

37

Doxiadis, 1995.
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CHAPTER 5: EGYPTIAN BLUE
Egyptian blue (CaCuSi4O10) is believed to be the world’s first manufactured synthetic
pigment, filling a need for a stable and easily applicable blue without the hefty price tag of
grinding the semi-precious stone lapis lazuli for pigment. Prior to the invention and distribution
of Egyptian blue, Mediterranean cultures had experimented with using azurite, a
naturally-occuring intensely blue copper mineral that closely resembles lapis lazuli or its
pigment form: ultramarine blue. Lapis is a semi-precious stone prized since antiquity for its
intense deep blue color flecked with gold-hued pyrite. In the ancient world, this stone hailing
from the Badakhstan province of Afghanistan was valued nearly as highly as gold and more
costly than silver. We could compare its significance to diamonds of today’s culture, and it was
associated with the wealth of the gods. As such, grinding the stone to use as a pigment was
reserved for the rarest occasions, and though azurite closely resembled this hue, its chemical
structure made it difficult to paint with and unstable. As a result, the Egyptians created their
own blue, likely the first pigment ever fully manufactured by man. It is made by mixing a
calcium and a copper compound with silica/quartz and a flux, heating to a very high
temperature (900-1000°C).38
Egyptian blue has been a pigment prized for its intense blue color and scintillating
effects for painters throughout the Mediterranean from the Bronze Age to the Roman Empire.
In the Graeco-Roman era, the resulting frit would be formed into balls for shipment; artisans
ultimately ground the product to use as a powdered pigment.39 It has been suggested that by
grinding the frit themselves, artists could maintain control over how the colorant appeared.
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Egyptian blue can range in saturation and hue from bright turquoise-blue, to nearly blackish
blue, and even seeming almost purple depending on the grain size and firing, and typically has a
shimmering, glassy appearance. Vitruvius, in his De Architectura written in the beginning of
the first century BC, describes the ancient production of Egyptian Blue:40

“Methods of making blue were first discovered in Alexandria, and afterwards Vertorius set up
the making of it at Puzzuoli. The method of obtaining it from the substances of which it has
been found to consist, is strange enough. Sand and the flowers of Natron are brayed together so
finely that the product is like meal, and the copper is grated by means of coarse files over the
mixture, like sawdust, to form a conglomerate. Then it is made into balls by rolling it in the
hands and thus bound together for drying. The dry balls are put in an earthen jar, and the jars in
an oven. As soon as the copper and the sand grow hot and unite under the intensity of the fire,
they mutually receive each other’s sweat, relinquishing their peculiar qualities, and having lost
their properties through the intensity of the fire, they are reduced to a blue color.”41
Though here Vitrivius attests the first Egyptian blue was manufactured in Alexandria,
we know from archaeological evidence that the pigment had been used well before Alexandria
was founded in 331 BCE. Evidence shows us that Egyptian blue was used as the predominant
blue pigment as early as 3250 BCE, with examples of it used in tombs around 2300 BCE.42 The
earliest documented use of Egyptian blue is on a predynastic-period bowl with markings
‘attributed to the Scorpion King’.43 Production debris in the form of frit balls has been found at
presumed factory sites in the Egyptian sites of Memphis and Amarna.
Egyptian blue was used both as pigment and in the decoration of small objects from
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Egypt to the Near East and throughout the Roman Empire. Egyptian blue samples dating from
the first and second centuries AD have been found in Delos, Pompeii, Malta and Rome in the
form of frit and tesserae. The pigment was commonly used in the wall-paintings, mosaics and
marbles across the Roman Empire, frequently found at Pompeii, Rome, northern Italy, as well
as Greece and Turkey. Though it was originally manufactured in Egypt (Memphis in particular)
and transported, archaeological evidence had discovered manufacturing sites across
Mesopotamia and Italy (Cumae, Liternum). 44 Though it has been found in artwork across most
of the Greek islands, there is no evidence the pigment was manufactured there, hence it is likely
an import.45 This may point in part to the cultural practices regarding Egyptian blue in the
Mediterranean. While the same materials were available to all, Greeks did not take part in the
production of Egyptian blue, nor to our knowledge did they employ it in the same ways as their
Roman neighbors. Egyptian blue is believed to have fallen out of use altogether after the fall of
the Roman empire and was not thought to have been used widely again until the 19th century,
though a recent study detected its overwhelming presence in Raphael’s Triumph of Galatea
completed in 1514.46

CHAPTER 6: GREEK PAINTING AND THE FAMED FOUR-COLOR
PALETTE
The Fayum portraits serve as some of the only remaining examples of painting on wood
or linen that we know would have been common throughout the ancient world, and are key in
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understanding the Greek painting tradition. Some paintings on stone, glass or walls give us an
idea of the Greek portrait style, while those on organic substrates have almost all been lost to us.
There are some notable exceptions, including the Pitsa panels, wooden tablets dating to around
540-530 BC and three wooden shields from Dura-Europos, likely dating to just before 256 CE
when the city was abandoned after its conquest. Analysis of these Hellenistic-style shields
depicting scenes of the Trojan War from the Iliad shows the presence of organic binder, possibly
egg, for the substrate layer and also decayed beeswax on upper layers. This may imply a
combination of tempera and encaustic techniques were used, and provides a valuable parallel
for Fayum portrait researchers to study. One imperial panel has survived as well, dating to
around 200 CE. This panel is the Severan Tondo portraying the Emperor Septimius Severus
and his family, and is painted with egg-based tempera (fig. 6.1)
The materials and visual style relate to tempera Fayum portraits made
contemporaneously. Examples such as this are rare, and we gain a better understanding of
Greek portrait painting traditions from marble portraiture and extensive literary sources.
Thus far, no evidence can support a theory that Greeks would have used blue to render
flesh tones. We do have surviving evidence of Egyptian blue in the polychromy flesh of
marbles and in wall paintings from the Italic lands of the Roman Empire, as well as works from
Egypt, but literary and physical sources do not show this to be the case in Greece. The Ny
Carlsberg Glyptotek has detected Egyptian blue in an Amazon marble from the Roman Imperial
period, marbles from the 3rd c. CE, the Cuirass bust of Caligula from the 1st c. CE. There are
also several Roman wall paintings in their collection which show the use of Egyptian blue to
render the flesh of two figures, one of them a satyr. Additionally, the British Museum has
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studied the rich traces of polychromy on the Treu Head c. 140 CE and detected Egyptian blue.47
Though Egyptian blue has been found to have been used by artists at this time in Greece, we
have yet to detect its use in the modulation of flesh tones. This conclusion is subject to change,
as the investigative methods used to detect Egyptian blue are still new, and many ancient
artifacts have yet to undergo chromatic research.
Scholars have suggested a few possible reasons why artists of the mummy portraits may
have included Egyptian blue in ways that are not visible to the naked eye. The most prevalent
of these theories are that the ancients favored Egyptian blue more for its properties as an
“optical brightener” or pigment modifier and for its shimmering qualities than strictly for its
blue hue, and that it was far more plentiful than previously thought.48 We are now faced with
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challenging the assumption that Greeks imported not only their naturalistic way of painting, but
their so-called four-color approach to rendering.49
Greek tetrachromy is the use of a limited palette, relying on only four earth-tones to
complete masterful works. We know of this method of working from literary sources, most
notably Pliny:
It was with four colours only, that Apelles, Echion, Melanthius, and Nicomachus, those most
illustrous painters, executed their immortal works; melinum for the white, Attic sil for the
yellow, Pontic sinopis for the red, and atramentum for the black; and yet a single picture of
theirs has sold before now for the treasures of whole cities. But at the present day, when purple
is employed for colouring walls even, and when India sends to us the slime of her rivers, and the
corrupt blood of her dragons and her elephants, there is no such thing as a picture of high
quality produced. Everything, in fact, was superior at a time when the resources of art were so
much fewer than they now are. Yes, so it is; and the reason is, as we have already stated, that it
is the material, and not the efforts of genius, that is now the object of research (Pliny NH 35.32)

Cicero, too, asserts that Polygnotos, Zeuxis and Timanthes created their greatest works with no
more than these four colors. So with the use of only white, black, red and yellow, the most
masterful Greek works were said to have been created. Vincent J. Bruno, whose text has long
been the standard for Greek painting, suggests that while Greeks did in fact use blue, they did
not consider it a color but as a darkener to modify the other four pigments. This would make
sense in reading the portraits of the Fayum, which appear to stay within the realm of the warm
earth tones, but whose pigments have been modified with the use of blue.
Recent scholars such as J.L Benson and Jennifer M.S. Stager write about the importance
of accepting that our modern understanding of color is shaped by Sir Isaac Newton’s color
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theory, which only came about in 1665 with the new understanding that light is made of a
spectrum of colors. This theory defines color as a property of light, which would have been
fundamentally different to how the ancient cultures understood the role of color. This, in part, is
why studying the original polychromy of ancient artworks is as important as the works as we
see them today, for the pigmentation applied by artisans was very much a part of the visual
language used in the ancient world.
Benson describes the traditional Greek four-color theory as potentially relating to a
quadripartite conception of the natural world.50 This would mean the Greeks mentally
associated red, yellow, black and white with the four elements (earth, air, fire and water), the
four seasons (winter, spring, summer and autumn) and to the four bodily humors (blood, yellow
bile, black bile, and phlegm). Although literary evidence describing this Greek color theory is
limited, we may surmise that it was such common knowledge that it did not warrant description.
Neither Egyptians, Greeks nor Romans had a linguistic term used strictly for the color
blue. The Egyptian term most commonly associated with the use of Egyptian blue and lapis
lazuli is ḫsbḏ. This in itself is a foreign loan-word deriving from the term for the stone lapis
lazuli. It seems there is a pattern in Egyptian language where the names for colors are derived
from the material with which they can be found, suggesting colors related to the material world
and not to the depictions of it. Many authors agree, color in the ancient world was directly tied
with the material world.
The Greeks had κύανος (kyanos or kuanos) a descriptor for a blue-black hue which lends
itself to some of our modern terms deriving from the color: cyan, and from that cyanosis: the
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changing of skin’s hue to blue as oxygen leaves the blood in death. This term, like the Egyptian
ḫsbḏ probably also derived from the word for lapis lazuli, though was used more often to
describe bright, shimmering qualities than specifically blue.

A lesser-discussed possibility for the inclusion of Egyptian blue in the flesh tones of
Fayum portraits may derive from the pigment’s divine associations. In her essay Jennifer Stager
delves into the literary descriptions of kuanos, noting the term has been used for descriptive
aspects of the “divine and heroic body” since the 3rd millennium BCE in Greek, Egyptian and
Near Eastern examples.51 Stager exemplifies this idea of pigment serving as material and
imparting divine associations when describing the creation of the Bluebeards of the Athenian
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Acropolis, as well as a polychrome terracotta sculpture of Zeus and Ganymede from the
sanctuary of Zeus at Olympia (fig. 6.2).

When describing the original polychromy of the statue, Zeus’ beard, full hair, eyes,
eyelashes, and eyebrows are all painted with the rich blue-black pigment that is most likely
Egyptian blue, while those of Ganymede are reddish-brown. Stager argues that without the
symbolic emphasis of kuanos, the imagery of the sculpture would not work.
Kuanos allows the audience to understand Zeus’ divinity and emphasizes his
immortality in direct contrast to Ganymede’s mortality. Stager similarly dissects the trio of
figures from the Hekatompedon of the Archaic Acropolis (fig. 6.3) commonly known as the
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Bluebeards (c. 560 BCE). Much of the original polychromy remains, notably the eponymous
blue beards and hair. Concerning this, Stager states,
“the surface of the sculpted hair and beards painted with a 3-dimensional layer of
Egyptian blue pigment creates the effect of hair sculpted from blue material or lapis lazuli. The
shallow volume of the pigment layer is effectively deepened through its contact with sculpted
limestone. The pigment itself takes up real space…. The blue color appears as pigment (actual
material), lapis lazuli (the material referent), and as the even less tangible kuanos. … pigment
plays between its ‘true’ material state (inexpensive components of Egyptian blue), its
simulacrum as sculpted lapis lazuli (the high-value and high-status stone), and its representation
of blue beards, replete with divine associations.”

Through these examples, Stager is arguing that the pigments chosen by ancient artisans
represented more than the physical perception of the natural world - they were seen and used as
material itself (in this case Egyptian blue or azurite could serve in place of actual lapis lazuli.)
Newton’s theories of the color spectrum, particularly when applied to the ancient world, were
challenged by German writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. Goethe advocated in his 1810
Theory of Colors for a more philosophical approach to the experience of color than Newton’s
physical one. In his color wheel, Goethe established colors through human psychology,
associating them with the four categories of human condition: rational, intellectual, sensual, and
imagination (see fig. 6.4).
The way in which he defined color as an emotional experience did little to advance the
scientific understanding of color, though it is through this sort of reading of the color wheel that
we must approach the language of color in the ancient world. By many accounts, the expansion
of language for colors grew through the relationship with the material world. This is evidenced
through literary examples of Mediterranean cultures using words for lapis lazuli to mean either
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the stone itself or to refer to a shimmering brilliance or deepness, which are inherent qualities of
the color. This is especially true in Greek for the term kuanos, which Plato describes as being
composed of white (leukos), black (melas), and shimmer (to lampron).52 The ancient Greek

language seems to have had a wealth of linguistic terms to describe lustre and shimmer while
seeming somewhat limited in the description of hues. Plato in Timaeus described the formula
for kuanos = black+white+to lampron. For Greeks, black and white were not separate from the
color spectrum, but were primary colors to compose it. Homer’s texts suggest divine
associations for the term kuanos - most specifically when he uses kuanos in relation to the body.
In the Odyssey, Homer actually uses two terms that could be used to describe blue: kuanos (or
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kyanos) which the Greeks used to describe lapis lazuli and could be defined as dark blue or
almost black, and glaukos which might mean a greyish-blue or perhaps refers to the bright,
gleaming quality the Greeks so loved. Glaukos is most often used by Homer to describe the
eyes of Athena, which are said to be gray, flashing, bright and owl-like. Neither term would be
applied to describe the blue of the sky and heavens above. Glaukos is just one term he used to
describe the ever-changing sea, in this case in rougher conditions and appearing blue-grey or
bright, though at times he describes it with kuanos to describe it appearing nearly black, or
‘wine-dark’, whitish or purplish, though never distinctly blue. This goes too for his descriptions
of the sky, which is never described with the color blue, nor colors at all for that matter. The
disparity of color descriptors from modern times and ancient Greek lead some scholars, most
notably William Ewart Gladstone who, in the 19th century, speculated that the eye organs of the
ancients had not yet fully developed, “hence their strong sensitivity to light rather than hue, and
the related inability to clearly distinguish one hue from another.”53 Gladstone’s theory that
Homer and other ancient authors were color-blind is largely dismissed today, with the more
popular theory that the ancients had a different visual language that cannot be equated with our
post-Newtonian color theory.
There are many descriptions of gods of the ancient world that involve the color blue,
linking the hue to the powers and awe the gods possessed. Homer describes several instances
where the symbolic nature of changing a mortal’s skin or hair to a shimmering kuanos aligns
them with the gods or the afterlife, and in which the hair of the gods themselves is described as
kuanos. Athena alters Odysseus, making his hair and skin kuanos, before he is reunited with
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Telemachos and his true identity revealed. Telemachos wonders if he is a god and says: “Friend,
you’re a new man -- not what I saw before! Your clothes, they’ve changed, even your skin has
changed--surely you are some god who rules the vaulting skies! Oh be kind, and we will give
you offerings, gifts of hammered gold to warm your heart-spare us, please, I beg you!”54 It is
unlikely Athena actually turned his skin a brilliant bright blue, but imbued it with the light and
life of an immortal. Alternatively, Hector’s hair is described as turning kuanos as his lifeless
body is dragged behind Achilles’ chariot in the Iliad, his skin covered and protected by Apollo’s
golden aegis as Achilles attempts to disfigure his corpse55. In describing Thetis’ mourning over
her son’s death, she is described as donning a dark blue veil:
ὣς ἄρα φωνήσασα κάλυμμ᾽ ἕλε δῖα θεάων
κυάνεον, τοῦ δ᾽ οὔ τι μελάντερον ἔπλετο ἔσθος.
95βῆ δ᾽ ἰέναι, πρόσθεν δὲ ποδήνεμος ὠκέα Ἶρις
ἡγεῖτ᾽: ἀμφὶ δ᾽ ἄρα σφι λιάζετο κῦμα θαλάσσης.56
Hector and Odysseus were mortals, gifted with kuanos by the gods.
Homer, throughout the Iliad and the Odyssey, often describes the hair of the gods as
ὑακινθίνῳ ἄνθει ὁμοίας “like the hyacinth,” which has been translated to either curling like the
petals of a hyacinth, or, when used to describe color, to mean dark, purplish, or blue. For
Greeks, the importance of color was more based on its relative luminosity, from dark to light,
than to its local hue. Κυάνεσς (“blue”) is more often used in texts to describe darkness in hair
and eyes. Though the hair of Greek gods is often described as golden or blond, even Zeus, he
markedly had dark blue-black eyebrows and beard; Hera also shared the dark blue eyebrows.
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Poseidon and Dionysus too, are described as having dark locks - κυανοχαίτης - which was used
by Hesiod as well as Homer to describe dark blue-black hair.57 Then there is the apotropaic
function of lapis lazuli as described in Homeric texts as inlaid in the shields of Achilles and
Agamemnon. The breastplate of Agamemon, gifted to him by the divine Cinyras, son of
Apollo, is described in vivid detail as being constructed of bands of dark blue lapis lazuli with
gold, silver, bronze and tin, with blue serpents writhing as a warning to men.58
Lapis lazuli was associated with the gods throughout the Mediterranean and
Mesopotamia. Bricks of the famed Ishtar Gate,59 now reconstructed within the Pergamon
Museum in Berlin, were painted with rich blue glazes meant to replicate lapis lazuli.60 As the
name implies, the gate is dedicated to Ishtar, a Mesopotamian goddess of love, fertility, war and
sex, originally known in Sumer under the name “Inanna.” Lions - her primary symbol - line the
processional gate. Inanna/Ishar’s most famous myth is the story of her descent into the
underworld Kur. Her story is told through famed poems in which she carries with her seven
items of lapis lazuli, and her own body is described as being composed of lapis lazuli, silver and
wood; her body is metaphorically linked to the gate itself by constructing it of the same
materials.61
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Egyptian gods mostly had skin of gold and hair of lapis lazuli, much like the Homeric
uses for kuanos, likely referring to the blueish color that raven black hair takes on in different
lights; this is the darkest of the blues. Many Egyptian deities were, however, depicted with blue
skin, particularly those who ruled the sky, air or water: Nun (god of primordial waters), Ha‘py
(god of the Nile River), Horus and Nut - as they are both sky deities, were all depicted with skin
of blue. Blue had special significance in the funerary context of both Pharaonic and Roman-era
Egypt. It was the color of the sun, life, and immorality. The major gods of Egyptian religion,
particularly as relating to the funerary cult were Ra, Osiris and Isis, and their son Horus.
Ra is the god of all life and creation - he is described as having skin of gold, bones of silver, and
hair of lapis lazuli - in fact most egyptian gods are described this way. Humans were said to
have been created by his sweat and tears. It is said that all of Egyptian funerary cult is modeled
after the life of Osiris, who is often portrayed as a blue or green skinned god. Osiris is the dead
god of the afterlife; he is known not for his reign on earth, but rising to great divinity through
death.62 Osiris was the son of the earth god Geb and Nut, a goddess of the sky. Set (or Seth),
his jealous brother, murdered him and dismembered his body, depositing the pieces into the Nile
where they would be spread throughout the land. Osiris’ sister-wife Isis journeyed across Egypt
to retrieve his body and assemble him, though a fish consumed a portion of his body when it
was severed by Set, so, though Isis had resurrected him, he was no longer whole and could not
rule life on earth. He reigned once again in death, and became the god of Duat, the Egyptian
underworld. His story is mirrored in the dismembering of the mortal body through the 70-day
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mummification process, and the reunification of the whole in death. His green or blue skin
reflects his continual death and resurrection, as well as his reign over life and fertility. He
taught the humans, after their birth from Ra, to be cultured and cultivate the land.
Isis, who helped resurrect Osiris from the dead, is herself associated with the funerary
cult. She is said to have sat on the council which judges mortal souls, and aids them in their
entrance to the afterlife. She, too, is portrayed with golden skin and lapis hair. Their son, Horus
defeated his uncle Set, restoring order to the land. In later generations he became merged with
the god Ra, to become Ra-Harakhte, and represented a promise from the gods to take care of the
suffering of humanity. He conquered the darkness each day at dawn, likening him to the
resurrection of man.
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The ancient gods of Egypt continued to be worshipped during Roman rule, though the
merging of deities from the Ptolemaic and Hellenistic periods, when Greek populations spread
across the Mediterranean, served to unify the mixed population of native Egyptians and Greek
colonists. The Ptolemies pushed forward the cult of the god Serapis, who incorporated traits of
Osiris with a Greek appearance and traits of their gods Dionysus and Pluto, ruler of the Greek
underworld. The Egyptian goddess Isis was worshipped alongside Serapis by Greeks from the
Hellenistic period forward, and by the first century BCE, the Isiac cult was absorbed as a major
part of Roman religion. Her role as mother and wife in Egyptian myth propelled her to become
the inventor of marriage, the protector of women, childbirth, and virginity. She was
symbolically aligned with the moon, governing the sea and protecting ships as the feminine
counterpart to Serapis/Osiris’ alignment with the sun. In the Graeco-Roman religion, she
continued to serve a role in death to some degree, as her followers believed worshipping her
could help guarantee them a better afterlife and that she had power over fate. Serapis and Isis
are often portrayed alongside one another in art, as pictured in fig. 6.6.
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Greeks preferred their gods to reflect human characteristics and generally rejected
animal-headed gods, so Serapis appears bearded and mature, much like Zeus or Jupiter. In this
tempera triptych panel c. 100-200 CE of Roman Egypt, Serapis wears a modius or grain
measure on his head, emphasizing his role as a fertility deity. The Greek god Hades also wore
this symbol, linking Serapis with the role of god of the Underworld. Perhaps as religions and
depictions of gods changed and merged between cultures, the painted flesh portraying the dead
could liken them to these gods they would meet in their afterlife.
Like the Greeks, ancient Egyptians lacked an abstract color term for blue. They, too,
used a limited palette of black, white, red and instead of yellow, green. These colors related to
their surrounding natural world, black for the spine of a crocodile, white for the brilliant sun,
red for flamingos, and green for the papyrus plant. Egyptologists have made similar
assumptions about Egyptians preference for lustre, particularly in relation to semi-precious
stones, over their hue. The words for faience (ṯhnt or hsbd) could also mean brilliance or lapis
lazuli, respectively. Egyptologist Paul Nicholson asserts this interchangeable use of words for
lustre and material helps to confirm that Egyptians saw pigments as direct substitutes for the
materials themselves, rather than abstract representations of them. Famous Egpytian blue
glazed hippos from Egypt (fig. 6.7) were held in high esteem, their glaze mimicked not only the
waters of the Nile but of turquoise and lapis lazuli. Hippos, the dangerous and unpredictable
animals that they are, were associated with Seth, the god who killed his brother Osiris. Making
their homes in the Nile, capable of staying underwater for long periods of time before
re-emerging, they were also associated with life and reincarnation. It was believed that these
Egyptian blue figurines, like the shield of Agamemnon, carried apotropaic functions, and could
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transfer life and power of reincarnation to their beholders.

CHAPTER 7: PAINTING TECHNIQUES AND CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS
The tradition of portrait painting on panel would have been imported from the Greeks,
particularly in the encaustic methods which they invented. Artisans of Roman Egypt also
learned how to portray faces in the naturalistic Greek manner, identifying individual
characteristics and modulations in flesh tone which give life to the images we see today. They
inherited these techniques from the great painters of Greek past, as described by Pliny. Since so
few physical examples of Greek panel paintings survived to this day, we must look to written
tradition to understand the artistic heritage.
Sometime around 450-400 BC Athenian painter Apollodorus introduced skiagraphia, or
literally ‘shadow painting’. He is believed to have been the first painter to seamlessly transition
paints from light to shadow, like early chiaroscuro. Apelles, a famed Greek painter from the
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fourth century BCE, is said to have mastered a technique by which the subject was brought to
full dimensionality through the addition of highlights and lustre.63 He understood that dark
tones recede and light ones advance, thus creating the illusion of space when applied correctly.
In short, the Greek painting style introduced naturalistic representation in portraiture, rendering
the figure through the handling of gradations thus eliminating the need for outline. The
imitation of nature or ‘reality’ was of greater importance to the Greeks than the Egyptians; no
doubt the true-to-life representational portrayal of the deceased in the Fayum portraits came
from Greek artistic tradition.
Some scholars have questioned the cultural significance of these portraits being painted
upon imported wood from the northern Mediterranean.64 Just as the painting style and
accoutrements (hairstyle, jewelry and dress) identify the deceased with a Graeco-Roman
ancestry, so may the origins of the wood and pigments themselves. Recent studies suggest that
the imported Tilia (lime/linden wood)65 appears to have been the panel wood of choice for the
majority of the Fayum portraits.66 Widespread availability of this time throughout Europe made
it a readily available import, and their growth pattern allows for a consistently straight grain
pattern not subject to undesirable warp.67 Native woods available to Egyptians at this time
would have included ficus sycomorus (sycamore fig, unrelated to the European sycamore of
today) or palm, woods significantly less durable for this application though were sometimes
used. Cartwright notes that sycamore fig in particular is light and prone to insect infestation,
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though has religious connotations dating to the Middle Kingdom. Artisans, particularly those
working in later years of production, cut the wood along the radial longitudinal plane to easily
produce very thin panels, and painted the portrait along the vertical grain of the wood.68 The
portrait is then inserted above the deceased’s face, which curves slightly, thus requiring some
flexibility in the wood. Linden is superior in these regards for its resistance to splitting from the
inevitable convex warp. In their collaborative research on wood identification, Caroline
Cartwright, a wood anatomist working with APPEAR noted that 73-75%69 of the panels
surveyed between the British Museum, the J Paul Getty Museum at the Villa, Los Angeles and
the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Copenhagen were constructed on linden70 with the indigenous
Ficus sycomorus following at 13.5%, and 2.5% on imported coniferous Cedrus libani (cedar of
Lebanon). It is likely that artisans from Greece would have preferred to work on woods they
had familiarity with. It is additionally possible that the use of imported materials may have
served as yet another method of cultural identification for the wealthy inhabiting a multi-ethnic
society.
Many panels have been crudely cut out of their original settings, thus destroying
evidence of their preparation. Panels which maintain their original shape fall into three
categories of cut shapes, which have been roughly associated with the province of origin since
Klaus Parlasca’s study and categorization of the majority of found mummy portraits, including
their preliminary provenancing.71 Antinoopolis panels have been identified as ‘stepped’, or
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having an overall rectangular shape with 90-degree corners at the shoulders, cutting in to create
a narrow rectangular shape from the top of the head to the shoulders. In general, panels rounded
at the top tend to come from the Hawara region, and panels with approximately 45 degree
angles cut at the upper corners come from er-Rubayat. Approximately 30 mummy portraits are
still attached to another sub-category of red-shroud wrappings.

Fayum portraits were created using two material methods: encaustic and tempera. It is
assumed that artists working in the later years of mummy portrait production worked largely
with the brush and tempera paint. Encaustic (the term coming from the Greek meaning to ‘burn
in’) appears to have been the predominant method throughout the Fayum tradition, particularly
favored among workshops of highly skilled naturalist painters, as gold leaf and encaustic were
more expensive materials. Tempera-based painters may have been employed by less wealthy
citizens, though to have participated in mummification and commissioned portraits one would
certainly have had means. As research on these portraits advances, we are beginning to realize
these two mediums may not be mutually exclusive, and in some instances both paints have been
identified on a single portrait.72 The tempera technique is thought to have derived more from
Pharaonic Egyptian practices rather than the Greek tradition. These portraits can be identified
by their even, untextured surface and matte, somewhat chalky finish (fig. 7.1).

These paintings often utilize heavy, dark outlines delineating elements of the portrait
such as the facial features or accessories, and do not display the visual depth and naturalism that
we see in works characteristic of the encaustic technique. While we have come to know
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tempera through the Renaissance technique of mixing pigment with egg, these works are likely
made by mixing pigment with a water-soluble medium such as animal glue.
The encaustic method can often be visually identified by characteristic impasto-like
texture of the painting surface and naturalistic rendering through highlight and shadow.
This medium requires the artist to mix pigment with a wax kept melted over a heated plate; the
medium must have remained warm throughout the painting process. Primary large sections of
color are first applied with a brush, the marks of which are easily identified in areas such as the
background or robes. In areas requiring greater detail, paint medium is applied in a thick,
impasto-like fashion and details are worked with a pointed metal tool called a cestrum or
cauterium, which could also be heated to maintain pliability of the medium, resulting in a
textured surface. Some have theorized that the thin cut of the encaustic panels suggests artists
may have warmed these as well to extend the working time of the wax medium.73 The finished
product mimics the depth and glow of later-developed oil paints, enhancing the illusionistic
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qualities of the portrait. Removed from their funerary context, they certainly appeal to us as
near relatives of modern oil painting. When Petrie first discovered these portraits he commented
on their modern qualities, relating them to the modern oil paintings of Constable or Turner.74
Prior to the excavation of the first Fayum portraits, evidence of the encaustic technique was
found exclusively in literary sources such as the writings of Pliny the Elder, Seneca, and
Dioscorides. Pliny’s Natural History is by far the most thorough account, though is by no
means exhaustive. He devotes book 35 to the Greek-invented encaustic methods, which were
mostly used for ship painting, though could also produce panel or mural paintings.

CHAPTER 8: TECHNICAL EXAMINATION OF PAINTINGS
In 2013, the Getty Museum through the direction of conservator Marie Svoboda
spearheaded a collaborative research project known as APPEAR. The aim of APPEAR is to
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collect data from institutions and private collections holding mummy portraits and relevant
ancient panel paintings, in order to compile common technical, scientific and historic
information. Data collected includes dating, provenance and archaeological findspots, as well
as technical examinations of shape and size, pigment and paint media, wood species, unique
inscriptions, brush and stylus markings. Patterns and similarities may provide insight into
established workshops. Through use of this aggregated database, museum professionals and
researchers can compare and exchange information with the intention to uncover parallels and
solve some of the greater mysteries of the Fayum. As of 2019, 41 institutions have provided
information on about 285 paintings. The database includes portraits from across the Fayum
region and beyond, including Hawara, Tebtunis, Kafr Ammar, Fag el-Gamus, Thebes, El-Hibeh,
Tanis and Karanis. Portraits have additionally been stylistically attributed to er-Rubayat,
Marina el-Alamein, Saqqara, Antinoöpolis, Akhmim, Abusir el-Melek and Aswan. 75 Portraits
within the database cover roughly one-third of all known mummy portraits.
Part of the resurgence of interest in the study of Fayum portraits can be attributed to the
innovations of non-invasive technologies which crucially advance the study of the works.
Many larger institutions now have in-house conservation teams conducting high-resolution
imaging and spectroscopic investigations to provide information about their antiquities.
Techniques such as multispectral imaging (MSI), reflectance transformation imaging (RTI),
portable x-ray fluorescence (pXRF) and x-ray radiography allow researchers to analyze the
works without taking large samples of pigments or wood, which are too fragile to begin with.
Multispectral imaging can identify many facets of the work not visible to the eye, and these
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techniques tend to be relatively inexpensive and readily accessible to most facilities, requiring
only a DSLR camera, radiation sources, filters and silicon-based sensors. These procedures
employ wavelengths ranging on the spectrum from ultraviolet to the near-infrared, between
350-1100 nanometers. Portable x-ray fluorescence can identify specific elements from the
surface of the painting by their metal alloy components. Participating research institutions are
also using imaging spectroscopy to determine how artists worked: what materials were used for
preparatory sketches and panel construction, what instruments were used to apply paint or
encaustic mediums, and how the materials have changed over time.

CHAPTER 9: IDENTIFYING THE PIGMENT
One of the more surprising findings by APPEAR institutions has been the inclusion of
Egyptian blue where no obvious use for blue would have been required. Scholars had
speculated about the presence of the color prior to modern imaging technology, as Petrie had
uncovered six paint pots from what is believed to be a workshop (fig. 9.1) during his
excavations at Hawara, one of them the brilliant blue color that has since been positively
identified as Egyptian blue. Egyptian blue can be detected easily and inexpensively using
Visible Induced Luminescence (VIL), known interchangeably as Near-Infrared (NIR) imaging.
Pure Egyptian blue displays remarkable luminescent response in the near-infrared region at
around 910 nm, appearing very bright white in imaging;76 scans are capable of detecting even
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the most trace amounts of Egyptian blue, otherwise invisible to the naked eye. The method is
described as such:
“Luminescence is the emission of light by a substance, which occurs when an electron
returns to the electronic ground state from an excited state and loses its excess energy as a
photon. In the specific situation when the excitation is caused by photons, then the
phenomenon is known as photo-induced luminescence. NIR luminescence focuses on the
response of inorganic and organic compounds when excited in the visible range. These include
Egyptian blue, which emits a strong luminescence centered around 910 nm.” 77
In the case of VIL detecting Egyptian blue, two high-power LED visible light sources are
pointed at the object from either side at 21 degree angles. The camera is fitted with a Schott
RG830 cut-on filter (50% transmittance at c. 830 nm) with a visible light-blocking filter in
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front. The painting will reflect both visible light and infrared luminescence, though the filter
will block the visible light and the camera can then capture the reflected infrared image,
showing the presence of Egyptian blue as bright white on the monochrome gray image (fig. 9.2)
In smaller quantities and within mixtures, this white emission is less vibrant. This method of
non-destructive testing is especially helpful in small ancient portraits, effectively replacing 19th
century practices which required removing samples of paint for examination. Across
institutions, scans of Fayum portraits have shown the presence of Egyptian blue in modulations

in the greyish backgrounds, white clothing, underdrawings, and in both highlighted and
shadowed areas of flesh.
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CHAPTER 10: EXAMPLES OF VIL FINDINGS THUS FAR
A number of institutions have published their findings of the inclusion of Egyptian blue.
Because some of this research has only been uploaded within the APPEAR shared database, our
full understanding of the breadth of this pigment use is still limited. The most recent APPEAR
publishings provide the following instances of Egyptian blue as found in mummy portraits, in
which we will find an overwhelming use in the shading or highlighting of skin and hair:

Shading of cool flesh tones (31)
Background-gray (27)
White/grayish white garments (13)
White of eyes (10)
Contour of the face (9)
Dark hair highlights (9)
Purple/pink garments (8)
Pink of lips (5)
White pearls (5)
Purple clavus (3)
Blue gems (2)
Blue garment (2)
Hazel irises (2)
Green gems (2)
Purple highlight (1)
Pink garland (1)
Gray-white hair (1)

In 2018, Rachel Sabino and her team of the Art Institute of Chicago published an article in
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which the conservation team outlined findings in two male mummy portraits from their
collection (fig. 10.2).78 The two portraits look remarkably similar, both depicting men
seemingly in their young 20s from the same ¾ view, each with gilded gold crowns (of differing
designs), gilded background and tunics of the same light beige tone. Seen next to one another,
we could reasonably assume they were painted by the same artist or at least the same workshop.
However, when the team studied each painting under visible induced luminescence an
interesting difference arose between the two. The study describes how in the portrait of the
male with a clean-shaven face, Egyptian blue was found in diffused areas of flesh tone only, yet
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none was found in the background or in the subject’s drapery. The study notes as well that the
areas where Egyptian blue were found correlate to areas of highlight, not shadow. Conversely,
in the portrait of the male subject with a beard, Egyptian blue appears to have been applied in a
very direct manner, with concentration in the background along his jawline, neck and tunic.
The only application in the flesh occurs in the male’s upper lip or “Cupid’s bow” and a small
square between his two heavy brows. The artist’s application of Egyptian blue differs greatly
from the previous portrait, though both artists applied it where blue is not a visible hue.

CONCLUSIONS
Thiboutot does not believe that the use of Egyptian blue in mixtures rather than on its
own should be taken as evidence that the artists or commissioners favored the Classical and
early Hellenistric tetrachromatic palette of red, yellow, black and white, and rather suggests that
this places them firmly within the Roman artistic tradition. I agree that evidence does point to a
Roman artistic habit of mixing blue into flesh tones in Italic provinces, and the lack of physical
evidence with the literary evidence we do have prevents us from believing Greeks would have
done the same. However, there is no doubt that Greeks utilized this pigment to some degree,
despite claims of adhering to a strict 4-color framework, as blue may have been seen less as a
stand-alone hue, and more as a modifier. The main purpose for using Egyptian blue in these
portraits was most likely to achieve a higher sense of naturalism, given its use in the whites of
the eyes to achieve a very naturalistic wet look, and in modulation of flesh tones, particularly to
add shading and sculpt the face.
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That Roman Egypt became an amalgamation of Roman, Greek and Egyptian cultures,
beliefs and artistic practices makes it nearly impossible to point to a singular origin for these
artworks. Even the corpus of works is divided across tempera and encaustic mediums,
combining Egyptian and Greek styles. We cannot ignore the inclusion of gold to serve as an
element to align the dead with their divine afterlife, and the importance of blue or kuanos in the
gods of both Greek and Egyptian religions. The continued use of gold-leaf gilding in Fayum
portraits no doubt carried on ancient Egyptian connotations of aiding the deceased in accessing
divinity in the afterlife. Gold was the color of the skin of the gods, and so Egyptians also
believed that through incorporating it into mortuary symbolism and rituals, mortals could join
the realm of the divine after death. In his essay “Symbols and Meanings”, Steven Bianchi
asserts that blue faience, ṯhnt in the Egyptian language, and by extension the sun, were both
associated with “luminosity and scintillation,” connecting the hue with the resurrection of
Osiris, the god of the sun, the afterlife, fertility and vegetation. Osiris’ death, resurrection, and
rule of the eternal kingdom of the afterlife is the foundation for Egyptian funerary cult; forever
correlating the colors blue/green with the hue of not only his skin, but the skin of the deceased,
and ultimately their resurrection as well. This, combined with classical Greek beliefs and
Homeric tales of the skin of the gods resembling this luminous, bright blue, suggests it may
have served a similar purpose as gold in Graeco-Roman Egyptian burials. Maybe painting this
blue, like lapis lazuli itself, into the skin and hair of these deceased was meant as a way to help
their souls reach the eternal world. Because Egyptian blue has not only been detected in the
flesh tones, but across a wide range of visual elements within these portraits, there cannot yet be
a definitive conclusion as to its intended purpose.
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Understanding the use of materials and technique may also aid to understand the lineage
of art. The Fayum portraits already present a key bridge in the gap from the Classical world to
the earliest encaustic Byzantine Christian icons, though there is a puzzling period of time
unaccounted for between the end of the funerary portrait tradition in the mid-3rd to 4th centuries
and the earliest icons dated to the 6th century.79 Stylistically, these works seem nearly identical,
though with the burial of mummy portraits, icon artists certainly never would have viewed them.
It will be interesting to see if material analysis of the icons could confirm details such as the use
of Egyptian blue, edging closer to closing this gap.
Though we may never be able to fully understand the processes and decisions of ancient
artists, new and evolving technologies reveal troves of new information about these artworks.
Sometimes these studies raise a lot more questions than answers. Many different institutions
through APPEAR have been working together to try to tackle some of these issues. On the
surface, many of the mummy portraits appear to have been painted with earth pigments alone,
possibly in line with their Greek predecessors. Whether the inclusion of Egyptian blue was
simply an act of expanding their color range and visual lustre, or whether the hue carried
heavier symbological meanings, we can only begin to hypothesize. The likelihood that the
ancients viewed color with associations outside of our modern understanding of the spectrum
makes it possible to assume that artisans could make subtle color choices based on cultural
knowledge. Though they may not have been directly referencing Homeric tales or Egyptian
gods when blending this hue into the flesh of their subjects, artists consciously and
subconsciously call upon generations of symbolic references.
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